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well theres nothing much to like about the browser, a lot of features it does not offer and so many
bugs that its hard to use and walk the whole thing. the web pages load sometimes very slow in

firefox and it takes way to much space compared to the other browsers. its also sad to see that the
browsers like google chrome and safari dont include adblockers to reduce the clutter of

advertisements, therefor they are useless. firefox needs way too much memory, it could be
improved a lot. i think the most used feature in firefox is the new tab feature. here, you can have

more than one tab open at the same time and switch between them easily. this new feature is very
nice and i like it a lot, i think when it comes to speed and performance the browser is very fast.

firefox also has a lot of security features, which makes it easy to surf the internet and it helps avoid
online scams. its a nice browser, i think its better than the chrome and the safari. also, its not so
good with privacy settings because of some of the features it includes. the only version of firefox

that does have an adblocker is firefox for android, and that's because android is made to be a
touchscreen device. browser users on computers use their mouse to click on ads, and the firefox on
android is made to be used on a touchscreen device, like the iphone. one annoying problem with the

browser is that it is extremely slow, and i think that this is because of something else than the
browser itself. the internet on my computer works fine, so it has to be firefox. you can also download

your favorite files with firefox or just open a folder directly to browse its content.
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